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Online Active Learning with Expert Advice
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PEIYING HU, Liaoning Normal University
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STEVEN C. H. HOI, Singapore Management University

CHUNYAN MIAO, Nanyang Technological University

In literature, learning with expert advice methods usually assume that a learner always obtain the true label of

every incoming training instance at the end of each trial. However, in many real-world applications, acquir-

ing the true labels of all instances can be both costly and time consuming, especially for large-scale problems.

For example, in the social media, data stream usually comes in a high speed and volume, and it is nearly

impossible and highly costly to label all of the instances. In this article, we address this problem with active

learning with expert advice, where the ground truth of an instance is disclosed only when it is requested by

the proposed active query strategies. Our goal is to minimize the number of requests while training an online

learning model without sacrificing the performance. To address this challenge, we propose a framework of

active forecasters, which attempts to extend two fully supervised forecasters, Exponentially Weighted Aver-

age Forecaster and Greedy Forecaster, to tackle the task of online active learning (OAL) with expert advice.

Specifically, we proposed two OAL with expert advice algorithms, named Active Exponentially Weighted Av-

erage Forecaster (AEWAF) and active greedy forecaster (AGF), by considering the difference of expert advices.

To further improve the robustness of the proposed AEWAF and AGF algorithms in the noisy scenarios (where

noisy experts exist), we also proposed two robust active learning with expert advice algorithms, named Ro-

bust Active Exponentially Weighted Average Forecaster and Robust Active Greedy Forecaster. We validate

the efficacy of the proposed algorithms by an extensive set of experiments in both normal scenarios (where

all of experts are comparably reliable) and noisy scenarios.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Learning with expert advice has been well studied for years in literature (Bousquet and Warmuth
2002; Cesa-Bianchi et al. 1997; Herbster and Warmuth 1998; Littlestone and Warmuth 1994).
For a typical learning with expert advice task, it assumes that an online learner can access a
pool of experts. At each trial, the pool of experts receive an incoming instance, and make their
corresponding advices, based on which, the online learner makes the final predication. After that,
the true label of the incoming instance will be disclosed by querying an external oracle (who
is assumed to always give 100% correct label) at the end of the trial. The queried true label in
turn can determine the losses suffered by both the online learner and the experts. The goal of
this learning with expert advice framework is to enable the online learner make predictions as
accurate as possible based on the advices. This framework was first introduced by Littlestone and
Warmuth (1994), who proposed the well-known weighted majority voting algorithms. Over the
past decades, the similar problem has been extensively explored by other studies in literature,
including Cesa-Bianchi et al. (1997, 2006), Freund and Schapire (1997), Foster and Vohra (1993),
Haussler et al. (1995), Vovk (1990), and so on.

The existing learning with expert advice methods usually assume that the true label of every
incoming training instance will be always disclosed from an oracle. However, requesting the true
label of an instance from the oracle is often expensive or time consuming in many real-world
applications. For example, in disease diagnose task, it is usually more expensive to obtain advice
from a senior doctor (oracle) than the advices from a pool of junior doctors. Unlike the conventional
approaches, this article investigates a new framework of active learning with expert advice, in
which the true label of an incoming instance may or may not be disclosed at each trial, depending
on whether the active learner decides to query true label or not. The goal of active learning with
expert advice is not only to train an accurate online learner, but also to minimize the number
of queried instances. This problem is very challenging because we must design effective query
strategies which cannot only minimize the number of queried instances but also do not sacrifice
the performance of the online learner.

To overcome the challenges, we propose a framework of active forecasters by extending two
regular forecasters, i.e., Exponentially Weighted Average Forecaster (EWAF) and Greedy Fore-
caster (GF), to tackle the task of active learning with expert advice. Specifically, we first proposed
two active learning with expert advice algorithms, named Active Exponentially Weighted Aver-
age Forecaster (AEWAF) and Active Greedy Forecaster (AGF), by considering only the difference
of expert advices. These two proposed algorithms perform well in the normal scenarios where all
the experts are comparably reliable. However, the proposed query strategies would suffer when
noisy experts exist, which is quite common in practical applications, such as in crowdsourcing,
where there exist spammers who providing random annotations. To tackle this issue, we further
proposed two robust active learning with expert advice algorithms, named Robust Active Expo-
nentially Weighted Average Forecaster (RAEWAF) and Robust Active Greedy Forecaster (RAGF).

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related works in literature.
Section 3 introduces the problem setting of learning with expert advice and two well-known fore-
casters. Section 4 presents the active learning with expert advice framework and two active fore-
caster algorithms, AEWAF and AGF. Section 5 presents two robust online active learning (OAL)
with expert advice algorithms, RAEWAF and RAGF. Section 6 shows our empirical results, and
Section 7 concludes this work.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Our work is related to two groups of studies in machine-learning literature: online learning and
active learning.

ACM Transactions on Knowledge Discovery from Data, Vol. 12, No. 5, Article 58. Publication date: June 2018.
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2.1 Online Learning

Online learning has been an active research topic in machine-learning community (Aleksandrov
et al. 2015; Guo 2015; Hao et al. 2017a; Hayakawa et al. 2015; Hoi et al. 2018, 2014; Jahedpari 2015;
Ruvolo and Eaton 2014; Veness et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2018, 2016; Zhao et al. 2011b), in which a va-
riety of online learning models has been proposed. Typically based on model updating strategy, the
existing online learning algorithms can be categorized into two main groups: (i) first-order-based
online learning, where only the first-order feature information is exploited, (ii) second-order-based
online learning models, which not only maintains the first-order feature information, but also
maintains the second-order information, such as the covariance matrix of the feature information.

In the first-order-based online learning algorithms, one of the most well-known algorithms is
the Perceptron algorithm (Block 1962; Mohri and Rostamizadeh 2013), which updates the learner
by adding the misclassified instance with a fixed weight to the current set of support vectors.
Recently, several works also studied the first-order-based online learning algorithms by maximiz-
ing the margin value. One pioneer work is the Relaxed Online Maximum Margin Algorithm (Li
and Long 2002), which repeatedly chooses the classifier which can correctly classify the existing
training instances with a large margin. Another work is the Passive-Aggressive algorithms (PA)
(Crammer et al. 2006), which updates the current model when the current instance is misclassi-
fied or its prediction value does not reach a predefined margin value. By examining the empirical
performance of these first-order-based online learning algorithms, we can observe that the large
margin algorithms can generally outperform the Perceptron algorithm. However, the performance
of these large margin algorithms is still restricted as only the first-order information is adopted.

In recent years, researchers have been actively designing second-order-based online learning al-
gorithms in order to overcome the limitation of first-order-based algorithms. Generally, the perfor-
mance of second-order-based algorithms can be significantly improved by exploring the parameter
confidence information (second-order information). One of the well-known second-order models
is the second-order Perceptron algorithm (Cesa-Bianchi et al. 2005), which is usually viewed as
a variant of the whitened Perceptron algorithm. The authors explore the online correlation ma-
trices of the previously seen instances to achieve the whitened effect. Later, several large margin
second-order online learning algorithms are also proposed, such as Confidence-Weighted (CW)
learning (Dredze et al. 2008), which maintains a Gaussian distribution over the model parame-
ters and uses the covariance of the parameters to guide the update of each parameter. Although
CW is promising both in theory and empirical studies, it may overfit in some liner inseparable
cases as the model assumes that the dataset is liner separable. To relax such strong assumption,
researchers have proposed improved versions, such as the Adaptive Regularization Of Weights al-
gorithm (AROW) (Crammer et al. 2013) and Soft CW algorithms (Wang et al. 2012) by employing
an adaptive regularization for each training instance. In general, the second-order algorithms can
consistently converge faster and perform better than the first-order-based algorithms.

Online learning with expert advice, as a special scheme in online learning area, typically study
the problem where the online learner can make prediction based on the advices provided by sev-
eral experts. This learning scheme was first introduced by Littlestone and Warmuth (1994), who
proposed the well-known weighted majority voting algorithm. Following the similar idea, a serial
of algorithms was proposed (Foster and Vohra 1993; Haussler et al. 1995; Vovk 1990), such as EWAF
and GF (Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi 2006) and so on. These algorithms are also extended to multi-
task setting (Abernethy et al. 2007) and concept drifting scenario (Kolter and Maloof 2007). We
recommend the reader to refer a comprehensive book written by Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi (2006).

Most of these methods often assume a fully supervised learning settings, where the class label is
always revealed to the learner at the end of each learning iteration, a scenario which is not always
realistic for many real-world applications.
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2.2 Active Learning

The goal of active learning is to train a well-performed predictive model by actively selecting a
small subset of informative instances (whose labels are given). As active learning can largely reduce
the labeling cost, it has been extensively studied in the batch-based learning scenarios (Hanneke
2014; Tong 2001). Existing active learning techniques could be generally grouped into four cate-
gories as follows: (1) uncertainty-based (Cesa-Bianchi et al. 2006; Hao et al. 2017b, 2015, 2016; Lu
et al. 2016; Tong and Koller 2002) query strategies, and these strategies would query the instances
on which the models have a lower certainty on their prediction. Uncertainty-based query strategies
are the most widely used ones as they are simple and easy to implement; (2) query the instances
on which the hypothesis space has the most disagreement degree on their predictions (Atlas et al.
1990; Freund and Mansour 1997; Hanneke 2016; Hanneke and Yang 2015); (3) label the instances
which could minimize the expected error and variance on the pool of unlabeled instances (Guo
and Schuurmans 2008); and (4) exploit the structure information (Sheng et al. 2008) among the
instances. More about batch-based active learning studies can be found in the comprehensive sur-
vey (Hanneke 2012; Settles 2010).

Batch-based active learning algorithms are effective in reducing labeling cost in several appli-
cations, such as text classification, image recognitions, and abnormal detection. However, these
algorithms typically require that all of the data should be collected first before the active learn-
ing process. This makes them infeasible in some real-world applications, such as in online social
media platforms, where data usually comes in a sequential manner. To overcome this challenge, re-
searchers have studied OAL (Cesa-Bianchi et al. 2006; Fujii and Kashima 2016; Lu et al. 2016; Zhao
and Hoi 2013), also known as selective sampling, which aims to learn predictive models from a se-
quence of unlabeled data given limited label query budget. These OAL algorithms typically adopt
first-order-based query strategies, such as margin-based query strategy. This will make the algo-
rithms suffer from two major limitations. First, the performance (in terms of accuracy) of these
algorithms is usually limited as most of them adopt first-order-based predictive models. Second,
their active query strategy often strongly relies on the predictive model wt , which may not be
precise in the early rounds of online learning.

Our work is closely related to the existing studies of OAL (Amin et al. 2015; Cesa-Bianchi et al.
2006; Lu et al. 2014; Zhao and Hoi 2013). However, the traditional OAL algorithms usually assume
the input of online learner is the instance, and the designed query strategies are also focused on
the prediction of the online learner. These characteristics make them hard to be applied to the
learning with expert advice setting, where the input of online learner is advices from experts, and
the instances are not accessible to the online learner. In this article, we are specifically interested
in designing OAL with expert advice.

3 PROBLEM SETTING AND BACKGROUND

Specifically, we considered learning with expert advice for online classification tasks, which have
been extensively studied in machine learning in the past few years (Crammer et al. 2006; Hoi et al.
2014; Rosenblatt 1958; Zhao et al. 2011a) for different problems, such as sentiment detection in
social media (Li et al. 2010), cost-sensitive classification for malicious URL detection (Wang et al.
2014; Zhao and Hoi 2013), and online feature selection for high-dimensional tasks (Ruvolo and
Eaton 2014; Wang et al. 2013). Learning with expert advice algorithm typically acts in a sequential
manner. Consider a streaming of instances x1, . . . , xT ∈ Rd , an online learner termed as “fore-
caster” aims to predict the outcome (e.g., class label) of every incoming instance xt . The forecaster
sequentially computes its predictions based on the advices from a set of N “experts.” Specifically,
at the t th round, after receiving an instance xt , the forecaster first accesses to the predictions
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fi (xt ) : Rd → [0, 1]|i = 1, . . . ,N } made by a set of experts, and then the forecaster makes its own
prediction pt ∈ [0, 1] based on these experts’ predictions fi (xt ). After pt is computed, the true out-
comeyt ∈ {0, 1} is disclosed by querying an oracle who is assumed to be capable to provide ground
truth yt .

Once the ground truth yt is queried from the oracle, the performance of both the forecaster and
the experts can be scored by some non-negative loss functions, e.g., the absolute loss

�(pt ,yt ) = |pt − yt | (1)

for the forecaster and �( fi (xt ),yt ) = | fi (xt ) − yt | for each expert. The cumulative loss suffered by
each expert and the forecaster, respectively, can be computed by summering the loss suffered on
all historical instances, respectively, as follows:

Li,T =

T∑

t=1

�( fi (xt ),yt ), LT =

T∑

t=1

� (pt ,yt ) . (2)

The goal of forecaster is to make prediction as good as the best expert in the pool, which is
equivalent to minimizing the difference between the cumulative loss suffered by the forecaster
and the one suffered by the best expert. Formally, we want to minimize the following term:

RT = LT − min
1≤i≤N

Li,T ,

where RT is termed as “regret” which scores the loss difference between the forecaster and the
best expert.

To solve the above task of learning with expert advice, a natural strategy for forecaster is
weighted majority voting. Specifically, at time t , the forecaster makes its own prediction as follows:

pt =

∑N
i=1wi,t−1 fi (xt )
∑N

i=1wi,t−1

,

where wi,t−1 is the cumulative performance weight assigned to the ith expert at time t − 1. The
intuitive idea of learning the performance weights is to assign large weights for those experts with
small Li,t−1 and small weights for those with large Li,t−1.

“EWAF” (Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi 2006) is one of the forecasters which adopt this weighted
majority voting strategy. In particular, by defining the cumulative performance weight aswi,t−1 =

exp(ηLi,t−1)/
∑N

j=1 exp(ηLj,t−1), the EWAF forecaster makes the following prediction:

pt =

∑N
i=1 exp(−ηLi,t−1) fi (xt )
∑N

i=1 exp(−ηLi,t−1)
, (3)

where η > 0 is the learning rate and Li,t−1 is the cumulative loss defined as in Equation (2).
In addition to the EWAF, another very effective forecaster, known as “GF” (Cesa-Bianchi and

Lugosi 2006), makes the following prediction:

pt = π[0,1]
�
�

1

2
+

1

2η
ln

∑N
i=1 exp(−ηLi,t−1 − η�( fi (xt ), 1))
∑N

i=1 exp(−ηLi,t−1 − η�( fi (xt ), 0))
�
�
, (4)

where π[0,1] (·) = max(0,min(1, ·)).
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4 ACTIVE LEARNING WITH EXPERT ADVICE

Both the EWAF and GF forecasters are effective to make prediction as good as the best expert;
however, to achieve the effectiveness, both of the forecasters requires to query the true labels of
all instances in order to update the cumulative loss suffered by each expert. This will be costly
and time consuming, especially for large-scale problems. In this section, we address this issue
by proposing a novel framework of OAL with expert advice. Unlike the above regular learning
with expert advice task where the true label of every incoming instance is always revealed to the
forecaster, in an active learning with expert advice task, the true label of an incoming instance is
only revealed whenever the learner has made a request from the oracle.

We introduce binary variables zt ∈ {0, 1} to indicate whether an active forecaster has decided
to request the true label yt of xt or not. When zt = 1, it means that the active forecaster decides

to query the true label. We also denoted by L̂i,T the cumulative loss suffered by the ith expert on

the queried instances with active forecaster, i.e., L̂i,T =
∑T

t=1 �( fi (xt ),yt ) · zt .
Hence, the predication for xt made by the active forecaster, denoted by p̂t , is computed as p̂t =

π[0,1] (p̄t ), where p̄t is defined as follows based on different forecasters:

p̄t =

∑N
i=1 exp(−ηL̂i,t−1) fi (xt ))
∑N

i=1 exp(−ηL̂i,t−1)
(EWAF),

p̄t =
1

2
+

1

2η
ln

∑N
i=1 exp[η(−L̂i,t−1 − �( fi (xt ), 1))]
∑N

i=1 exp[η(−L̂i,t−1 − �( fi (xt ), 0))]
(GF).

For the formula of EWAF, since p̄t ∈ [0, 1], we always have p̂t = π[0,1] (p̄t ) = p̄t .
The key challenge for active forecaster is to decide when the forecaster should or should not

make a request to acquire the true label. A naive solution is to consider a random sampling ap-
proach, which however may not be effective enough (this will be considered as a baseline for
comparison in our empirical study). To tackle this challenge, our key motivation is to find some
appropriate confidence condition such that it helps the active forecaster decide when we could skip
the request of a true label whenever the confidence condition is satisfied. One intuitive idea is to
seek the confidence condition by estimating the difference between pt made by the fully super-
vised forecaster and p̂t made by the active forecaster. Intuitively, the smaller the difference, the
more confident we have for the prediction made by the active forecaster. Before introducing our
proposed confidence conditions, for convenience of presentation, we introduce

Ĥi,T =

�∑

t=1

( fi (xt ),yt ) · (1 − zt ) (5)

to denote the cumulative loss of ith expert suffered on the instances (zt = 0) which are not queried

to obtain ground truth. It is easy to see Li,T = L̂i,T + Ĥi,T .

4.1 Active Exponentially Weighted Average Forecaster (AEWAF)

Based on fully supervised forecaster EWAF, we now present a confidence condition for active fore-
caster AEWAF in the following theorem, which guarantees a small difference between pt and p̂t .

Theorem 1. For a small constant δ > 0, max1≤i, j≤N | fi (xt ) − fj (xt ) | ≤ δ implies |pt − p̂t | ≤ δ .
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Proof. For the AEWAF strategy, the distance between pt and p̂t is computed as follows:

|pt − p̂t | =
������

∑N
i=1 exp(−ηLi,t−1) fi (xt )
∑N

i=1 exp(−ηLi,t−1)
−
∑N

i=1 exp(−ηL̂i,t−1) fi (xt )
∑N

i=1 exp(−ηL̂i,t−1)

������
,

=

������

∑N
i=1 exp(−ηL̂i,t−1) exp(−ηĤi,t−1) fi (xt )
∑N

i=1 exp(−ηL̂i,t−1) exp(−ηĤi,t−1)
−
∑N

i=1 exp(−ηL̂i,t−1) fi (xt )
∑N

i=1 exp(−ηL̂i,t−1)

������
,

=

������

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1 γi, j,t−1 ( fi (xt ) − fj (xt ))
∑N

i=1

∑N
j=1 γi, j,t−1

������
,

where

γi, j,t−1 = exp(−ηL̂i,t−1) exp(−ηĤi,t−1) exp(−ηL̂j,t−1).

Thus, if max1≤i, j≤N | fi (xt ) − fj (xt ) | ≤ δ , it is easy to prove that |pt − p̂t | ≤ δ . �

If the confidence condition is satisfied, it means that the active forecaster AEWAF can make a
prediction p̂t which is very close to the prediction pt made by the fully supervised forecaster
EWAF, and we can safely skip to query the true label of this instance and continue to process the
next instance. Otherwise, we should place a query to obtain the true label in order to update the
active forecaster AEWAF.

4.2 Active Greedy Forecaster (AGF)

Based on the fully supervised forecaster GF, we now propose a confidence condition for active
forecaster AGF in the theorem below, which also guarantees a small difference between p̂t and pt .

Theorem 2. For a small constant δ > 0, max1≤i≤N | fi (xt ) − p̄t | ≤ δ implies |pt − p̂t | ≤ δ .

Proof. We can bound pt from the above as follows:

pt = π[0,1]
�
�

1

2
+

1

2η
ln

∑N
i=1 exp

(−ηLi,t−1 − η�( fi (xt ), 1)
)

∑N
i=1 exp

(−ηLi,t−1 − η� ( fi (xt ), 0)
) �
�
,

= π[0,1]
��
�

1

2
+

1

2η
ln

∑N
i=1 exp

(
−η
(
L̂i,t−1 + Ĥi,t−1

)
− η� ( fi (xt ), 1)

)

∑N
i=1 exp

(
−η
(
L̂i,t−1 + Ĥi,t−1

)
− η� ( fi (xt ), 0)

) �	
�
,

≤ π[0,1]
��
�

1

2
+

1

2η
ln

∑N
i=1 exp

(
−ηL̂i,t−1 − η� ( fi (xt ) , 1)

)

∑N
i=1 exp

(
−ηL̂i,t−1 − η� ( fi (xt ) , 0)

) �	
�
+ π[0,1]

��
�

1

2η
ln

∑N
i=1 αi,t exp

(
−ηĤi,t−1

)

∑N
i=1 βi,t exp

(
−ηĤi,t−1

) �	
�
,

= p̂t + π[0,1]
��
�

1

2η
ln

∑N
i=1 αi,t exp

(
−ηĤi,t−1

)

∑N
i=1 βi,t exp

(
−ηĤi,t−1

) �	
�
,

where

αi,t =
exp
(
−η
(
L̂i,t−1 + � ( fi (xt ) , 1)

))

∑N
j=1 exp

(
−η
(
L̂j,n−1 + �

(
fj (xt ) , 1

))) ,

βi,t =
exp
(
−η
(
L̂i,t−1 + � ( fi (xt ) , 0)

))

∑N
j=1 exp

(
−η
(
L̂j,n−1 + �

(
fj (xt ) , 0

))) .
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Since ∀i ∈ [N ]

αi,t

βi,t
=

∑N
j=1 exp

(
−η
(
L̂j,t−1 + �

(
fj (xt ) , 0

)))

∑N
j=1 exp

(
−η
(
L̂j,t−1 + �

(
fj (xt ) , 1

))) ×
exp
(
−η
(
L̂i,t−1 + � ( fi (xt ) , 1)

))

exp
(
−η
(
L̂i,t−1 + � ( fi (xt ) , 0)

)) ,

=
exp (−η (� ( fi (xt ) , 1) − � ( fi (xt ) , 0)))

exp (η (2p̄t − 1))
,

=
exp (η (2fi (xt ) − 1))

exp (η (2p̄t − 1))
,

= exp (2η ( fi (xt ) − p̄t )) ≤ exp (2ηδ ) ,

and lnx is an increasing function, we have

ln

∑N
i=1 αi,t exp

(
−ηĤi,t−1

)

∑N
j=1 βj,t−1 exp

(
−ηĤj,t−1

) ≤ 2ηδ ,

and

pt ≤ p̂t + δ . (6)

Similar to the above analysis, we have pt lower bounded as

pt ≥ p̂t − δ . (7)

Combining Equations (6) and (7), it is easily to obtain |pt − p̂t | ≤ δ . �

5 ROBUST ACTIVE LEARNING WITH EXPERT ADVICE

The proposed active learning algorithms AEWAF and AGF are found promising in reducing label-
ing cost while achieving comparable empirical performance in a normal scenario where all the
experts generally perform comparable well. However, both Theorems 1 and 2, which treat every
expert equally, implicitly rely on a strong assumption, i.e., the experts must have competing per-
formance. This may not be always realistic for many real-world applications, where some experts
may perform well and some may perform bad or even completely noisy. To resolve this issue, we
propose two robust active learning with expert advice algorithms by both considering the experts’
advices on current instance and their cumulative performance.

Specifically, in the Theorem 1, the learner will place a query if the maximum difference of ad-
vices between any two experts is large enough, i.e., max1≤i, j≤N | fi (xt ) − fj (xt ) | > δ , where δ > 0
is a threshold for the query condition. If all the experts perform comparably well, this strategy is
reasonable. It implies that two competing experts disagree very much on an instance which thus
should be queried as this instance could be a difficult or informative sample to train the learner.
However, if there are some noisy experts whose advices are very different from that of good ex-
perts, the strategy will result in many queries on non-informative instances. Similarly, Theorem 2
also suffers the same issue.

To tackle this issue, we propose strategies which attempt to weight the good experts’ advices
much higher than that of poor or noisy experts. More specifically, we propose to import the cu-
mulative performance of each expert into the query strategy, so as to give good experts’ advice
higher weights than the poor or noisy ones.

5.1 Robust Active Exponentially Weighted Average Forecaster (RAEWAF)

We now provide a theorem as below which guarantees a small difference between p̂t and pt , if the
confidence condition is satisfied.
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Theorem 3. For a small constant δ > 0, if the following condition is satisfied, then |pt − p̂t | ≤ δ

������

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1 γi, j,t ( fi (xt ) − fj (xt ))
∑N

i=1

∑N
j=1 γi, j,t

������
≤ δ , (8)

where γi, j,t = exp(−η(L̂i,t−1 + Ĥi,t−1 + L̂j,t−1)).

Proof. The difference between pt and p̂t is computed as follows:

|pt − p̂t | =
�������

∑N
i=1 exp

(−ηLi,t−1
)
fi (xt )

∑N
i=1 exp

(−ηLi,t−1
) −

∑N
i=1 exp

(
−ηL̂i,t−1

)
fi (xt )

∑N
i=1 exp

(
−ηL̂i,t−1

)
�������
,

=

������

∑N
i=1 exp

(
−η
(
L̂i,t−1 + Ĥi,t−1

))
fi (xt )

∑N
i=1 exp

(
−ηL̂i,t−1

)
exp
(
−ηĤi,t−1

) −
∑N

i=1 exp
(
−ηL̂i,t−1

)
fi (xt )

∑N
i=1 exp

(
−ηL̂i,t−1

)
������
,

=

������

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1 γi, j,t

(
fi (xt ) − fj (xt )

)
∑N

i=1

∑N
j=1 γi, j,t

������
≤ δ . �

5.2 Robust Active Greedy Forecaster (RAGF)

The theorem below gives the confidence condition for RAGF to ensure a small difference between
p̂t and pt .

Theorem 4. For a small constant δ > 0, if the following condition is satisfied, then |pt − p̂t | ≤ δ .

������

1

2η
ln

∑N
i=1 μi,t exp (2η( fi (xt ) − p̄t ))

∑N
i=1 μi,t

������
≤ δ , (9)

where μi,t = exp(−η(L̂i,t−1 + �( fi (xt ), 0) + Ĥi,t−1)), i ∈ [N ].

Proof. We can bound pt from above as follows:

pt = π[0,1]
�
�

1

2
+

1

2η
ln

∑N
i=1 exp

(−ηLi,t−1 − η�( fi (xt ), 1)
)

∑N
i=1 exp

(−ηLi,t−1 − η�( fi (xt ), 0)
) �
�
,

= π[0,1]
��
�

1

2
+

1

2η
ln

∑N
i=1 exp

(
−η
(
L̂i,t−1 + Ĥi,t−1

)
− η�( fi (xt ), 1)

)

∑N
i=1 exp

(
−η
(
L̂i,t−1 + Ĥi,t−1

)
− η�( fi (xt ), 0)

) �	
�
,

≤ π[0,1]
��
�

1

2
+

1

2η
ln

∑N
i=1 exp

(
−ηL̂i,t−1 − η�( fi (xt ), 1)

)

∑N
i=1 exp

(
−ηL̂i,t−1 − η�( fi (xt ), 0)

) �	
�
+ π[0,1]

��
�

1

2η
ln

∑N
i=1 αi,t exp

(
−ηĤi,t−1

)

∑N
i=1 βi,t exp

(
−ηĤi,t−1

) �	
�
,

≤ p̂t + π[0,1]
��
�

1

2η
ln

∑N
i=1 αi,t exp

(
−ηĤi,t−1

)

∑N
i=1 βi,t exp

(
−ηĤi,t−1

) �	
�
,

≤ p̂t +
1

2η
ln

∑N
i=1 βi,t exp

(
2η( fi (xt ) − p̄t ) − ηĤi,t−1

)

∑N
i=1 βi,t exp

(
−ηĤi,t−1

) ,

= p̂t +
1

2η
ln

∑N
i=1 μi,t exp (2η( fi (xt ) − p̄t ))

∑N
i=1 μi,t

,
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ALGORITHM 1: A Framework of Online Active Learning with Expert Advice

Input: a pool of experts fi , i = 1, . . . ,N .

Initialize tolerance threshold δ and L̂i,t = 0, i ∈ [N ].

for t = 1, . . . ,T do

receive xt and compute fi (xt ), i ∈ [N ];

compute p̄t according to Equation (5) and set p̂t = π[0,1] (p̄t );
if the confidence condition defined in Theorem 1, 2, 3, or 4 is satisfied then

skip the label request for instance xt

else

request true label yt and update L̂i,t = L̂i,t−1 + �( fi (xt ),yt ), i ∈ [N ];

end if

end for

where βi,t =
exp(−η[L̂i,t−1+�(fi (xt ),0)])∑N

j=1 exp(−η[L̂j,t−1+�(fj (xt ),0)])
,∀i ∈ [N ] and αi,t = βi,te

2η (fi (xt )−p̄t ) .

Clearly, we can see, if

������

1

2η
ln

∑N
i=1 μi,t exp(2η( fi (xt ) − p̄t ))

∑N
i=1 μi,t

������
≤ δ , (10)

we have |pt − p̂t | ≤ δ . �

From Theorems 3 and 4, we can observe that, at the early stage, there is no much difference of
γi, j,t or μi,t among the experts, as Li,t−1 is almost similar for each expert. At this stage, the strat-
egy is mainly dominated by | fi (xt ) − fj (xt ) | or | fi (xt ) − p̄t |. Along with the learning process, loss

L̂i,t−1 suffered by good experts would be much smaller than the one suffered by bad experts. So
the values γi, j,t or μi,t of good experts are much larger than those of bad experts. This character-
istic makes the strategies pay more attention on the difference of advices obtained from the good
experts, and thus makes the strategies robust in the setting where noisy experts exist.

Although these strategies can be robust in noise-added setting, γi, j,t and μi,t depends on un-

known Ĥi,t−1, which is defined in Equation (5). To solve this issue, we assume that all the examples
are independently and identically distributed from some unknown distribution and the perfor-
mance of one expert will not change over time. Given these two assumptions, we can verify that
the cumulative loss of one expert on the unqueried examples is propositional to that on the queried
examples. Formally, if there are m queried examples and n unqueried examples until time t , then

we have Ĥi,t−1 =
n
m
L̂i,t−1.

Based on the above analysis of the confidence conditions, we can now present the general frame-
work of active forecasters for OAL with expert advice, which is summarized in Algorithm 1.

As shown in Algorithm 1, at each round, after receiving an input instance xt , we compute the
prediction by each expert in the pool, i.e., fi (xt ). Then, we examine if the confidence condition is
satisfied. If so, we will skip the label request of xt ; otherwise, the learner will request the true label
of xt from the oracle.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the empirical performance of the proposed four active forecasters for
OAL with expert advice tasks.
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Table 1. Datasets Used in the Experiments

Dataset # classes # instances # features Sources

a8a 2 32,561 123 LIBSVM
Mushrooms 2 8,124 112 UCI
Spambase 2 4,601 57 UCI
svmguide1 2 7,089 4 LIBSVM

w8a 2 64,700 300 LIBSVM

6.1 Experts and Compared Algorithms

To construct experts for an online sequential prediction task, we choose to build the pool of experts
by adopting five well-known online learning algorithms (Dredze et al. 2008; Orabona and Crammer
2010), which include the following (implemented as in Hoi et al. (2014)):

—PERCEPTRON: the classical Perceptron algorithm (Rosenblatt 1958).
—ROMMA: the Relaxed Online Maximum Margin Algorithm (Li and Long 1999).
—ALMAp (α ): the Approximate Maximal Margin Algorithm (Gentile 2001).
—PA: the PA online learning algorithm (Crammer et al. 2006).
—AROW: the Adaptive Regularization Of Weights algorithm (Crammer et al. 2009).

All the above expert algorithms learn a linear classifier for a binary classification task. The param-
eter p and α in ALMAp (α ) are set to be 2 and 0.9, respectively (Gentile 2001). The parameter C in
PA is set to 5, and the parameter γ is set to 1 for AROW.

We compare the four proposed active forecasters (AEWAF and AGF, RAEWAF and RAGF) with
the two regular forecasters (EWAF and GF) algorithm and their random variants as well, which
are listed below:

—EWAF: the Exponentially Weighted Forecaster (Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi 2006), which
queries all of the instances.

—GF: the GF algorithm (Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi 2006), which also queries all of the in-
stances.

—REWAF: the Random Exponentially Weighted Forecaster, a variant of EWAF, which will
randomly select the instances to query according to a uniform distribution.

—RGF: the Random GF algorithm, a variant of GF, which will randomly select the instances
to query according to a uniform distribution.

—AEWAF: the proposed Active Exponentially Weighted Forecaster algorithm shown in
Theorem 1.

—AGF: the proposed AGF algorithm shown in Theorem 2.
—RAEWAF: the proposed RAEWAF shown in Theorem 3.
—RAGF: the proposed RAGF algorithm shown in Theorem 4.

6.2 Experimental Testbed and Setup

To evaluate the performance, we conduct experiments on a variety of benchmark datasets from
web machine-learning repositories. Table 1 shows the details of datasets used in our experiments.
All of them can be downloaded from LIBSVM website1 and UCI machine learning repository.2

1http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvmtools/.
2http://www.ics.uci.edu/∼mlearn/MLRepository.html.
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Table 2. Evaluation of Proposed Robust Active Learning Algorithms on the Normal Setting,

Where All Experts are Comparably Reliable

Data Algorithm Regret Query (%) Time (s) Algorithm Regret Query (%) Time (s)

a8a

REWAF 1.303 ± 0.108 19.587 ± 0.396 0.160 RGF 1.275 ± 0.089 20.029 ± 0.208 0.240

AEWAF 0.764 ± 0.059 20.210 ± 0.001 0.205 AGF 0.791 ± 0.062 20.370 ± 0.235 0.300

RAEWAF 0.638± 0.087 19.667 ± 0.348 0.411 RAGF 0.593±0.077 19.930 ± 0.280 0.302

Mushrooms

REWAF 1.324 ± 0.042 19.269 ± 0.446 0.060 RGF 1.324 ± 0.042 19.269 ± 0.446 0.060

AEWAF 0.512 ± 0.001 20.126 ± 0.001 0.087 AGF 0.512 ± 0.001 20.126 ± 0.001 0.087

RAEWAF 0.511 ± 0.001 19.414 ± 0.358 0.172 RAGF 0.511 ± 0.001 19.414 ± 0.358 0.172

Spambase

REWAF 2.889 ± 0.188 19.689 ± 0.697 0.029 RGF 2.899 ± 0.207 19.993 ± 0.670 0.039

AEWAF 0.844 ± 0.030 19.859 ± 0.001 0.029 AGF 0.922 ± 0.041 19.969 ± 0.116 0.038

RAEWAF 0.787 ± 0.010 19.796 ± 0.1.2 0.061 RAGF 0.785 ± 0.009 19.955 ± 0.128 0.046

svmguide1

REWAF 2.922 ± 0.197 20.034 ± 0.005 0.061 RGF 2.940 ± 0.259 19.956 ± 0.004 0.131

AEWAF 0.940 ± 0.045 20.046 ± 0.001 0.11 AGF 1.653 ± 0.156 20.331 ± 0.004 0.178

RAEWAF 0.615 ± 0.001 20.070 ± 0.012 0.288 RAGF 0.634 ± 0.001 15.810 ± 0.008 0.199

w8a

REWAF 0.734 ± 0.016 19.933 ± 0.190 1.291 RGF 0.733 ± 0.021 20.141 ± 0.1.2 1.741

AEWAF 0.241 ± 0.003 19.886 ± 0.001 1.362 AGF 0.321 ± 0.013 20.120 ± 0.068 1.888

RAEWAF 0.200 ± 0.001 19.954 ± 0.202 1.159 RAGF 0.200 ± 0.001 20.156 ± 0.289 1.892

The bold face values indicate the best performance on each dataset.

To make fair comparisons, all the compared forecasters adopt the same setup. The learning rate

η is set to
√

8 lnN /T (N is the number of the experts and T is the number of instances of each
dataset), for all the datasets and forecasters. The querying ratio for obtaining true label instances
made by the two random algorithms (REWAF and RGF) are set in the range of [0, 1].

Each dataset is randomly divided into two subsets: a training set consisting of 20% of the en-
tire data for training the experts algorithms; and a test set consisting of the remaining data for
learning the forecasters. The five experts algorithms are applied on the training set to simulate the
five reliable expert functions ui ∈ Rd , i ∈ [5], where d is the dimension of the instance. To satisfy
the assumptions, we adopt fi (x) = π[0,1] (u	i x + 0.5) as the expert functions. Then we test the fore-
casters on the test set. All the test experiments were conducted over 20 runs of different random
permutations on the test dataset and reported by averaging these 20 runs. For performance metric,
we evaluate the forecasters by measuring the per-round regret, varied query ratio, varied number of

noisy experts, and the running time cost based on the absolute loss defined in Equation (1).

6.3 Evaluation on Normal Setting

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed active forecasters in the normal set-
ting, where the experts pool are only consisted by the five reliable online learners. We first evaluate
the performance with fixed query ratio, and then evaluate the forecasters with varied query ratio.

6.3.1 Fixed Query Ratio. Table 2 summarizes the average performance of the forecasters in
the normal setting on all datasets, where the query ratios are roughly kept similar as it would
be very difficulty to keep them exact same. From the experimental results, we can draw several
observations as follows.

First, compared to the regular forecasters EWAF and GF, the proposed active forecasters
(AEWAF, AGF, RAEWAF, and RAGF) could achieve comparable performance by querying a small
fraction (less than 20%) of true labels. This validates the effectiveness of the proposed confidence

conditions (Theorems 1–4) in saving labeling cost while maintaining comparable performance.
This also proves that the proposed confidence conditions are capable to query informative instances
by considering the difference of advices provided by reliable experts.
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Fig. 1. Evaluation with varied querying ratio in normal setting, where all experts are comparably reliable.

Second, compared with the random forecasters REWAF and RGF, the proposed active forecasters
AEWAF and AGF can achieve statistically lower per-round regret rates, respectively. This validates
the effectiveness of the proposed query strategies by considering the difference of reliable experts’
advices. By further incorporating the expert cumulative performance information, the proposed
robust active forecasters RAEWAF and RAGF can achieve the lowest regret and variance. This
verify the importance of considering the experts’ cumulative performances.

Finally, our proposed forecasters cost more time when comparing the regular algorithms (EWAF
and GF) and the random algorithms (REWAF and RGF) due to the computation of confidence condi-

tions. Compared to AEWAF and AGF, the robust active forecasters RAEWAF and RAGF cost more
time due to computation of (γi, j,t and μi,t ) in Theorems 3 and 4. However, the extra time cost could
be ignored considering the efficiency of the online learning scheme.

6.3.2 Varied Query Ratio. In this section, we investigate the performance of proposed active
forecasters with varied query ratio in the normal scenario, where the trained experts generally
share competing performance. Figure 1 presents the per-round regret w.r.t. varied query ratios on
a8a and mushrooms datasets. Figure 4 shows the results on the other datasets with same experiment
setup. For each dataset, left figure shows the results with algorithms based on EWAF forecaster
and right figure shows the results of algorithms based on GF forecaster. From the figures, we can
made several observations as follows.
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Table 3. Evaluation of the Proposed Algorithms RAEWAF and RAGF on the Noise-Added Setting,

Where Query Ratio is Fixed Around 20%

Data Algorithm Regret Query(%) Time (s) Algorithm Regret Query(%) Time (s)

a8a

REWAF 1.851 ± 0.140 19.493 ± 0.341 0.166 RGF 1.818 ± 0.098 19.786 ± 0.299 0.254

AEWAF 2.228 ± 0.196 19.968 ± 0.247 0.219 AGF 11.043 ± 0.225 19.955 ± 0.526 0.324

RAEWAF 0.537 ± 0.107 19.626 ± 0.389 0.656 RAGF 0.508 ± 0.082 19.768 ± 0.285 0.333

Mushrooms

REWAF 2.240 ± 0.096 19.652 ± 0.536 0.065 RGF 2.317 ± 0.088 19.161 ± 0.523 0.100

AEWAF 1.863 ± 0.145 20.156 ± 0.408 0.090 AGF 15.116 ± 4.330 22.132 ± 7.874 0.126

RAEWAF 0.636 ± 0.017 19.650 ± 0.452 0.268 RAGF 0.633 ± 0.016 19.343 ± 0.465 0.129

Spambase

REWAF 2.639 ± 0.235 19.997 ± 0.619 0.030 RGF 2.650 ± 0.212 20.367 ± 0.679 0.040

AEWAF 4.436 ± 0.315 19.999 ± 0.113 0.034 AGF 10.906 ± 0.824 20.274 ± 1.586 0.044

RAEWAF 1.060 ± 0.087 20.005 ± 0.131 0.097 RAGF 1.041 ± 0.098 20.276 ± 1.556 0.052

svmguide1

REWAF 2.084 ± 0.113 20.282 ± 0.006 0.065 RGF 2.150 ± 0.084 19.926 ± 0.004 0.135

AEWAF 1.600 ± 0.099 20.271 ± 0.004 0.114 AGF 4.146 ± 0.507 25.843 ± 0.020 0.184

RAEWAF 1.621 ± 0.132 15.794 ± 0.017 0.469 RAGF 1.528 ± 0.106 17.779 ± 0.015 0.22

w8a

REWAF 0.804 ± 0.031 19.743 ± 0.158 0.973 RGF 0.813 ± 0.029 19.744 ± 0.111 1.281

AEWAF 0.691 ± 0.034 20.439 ± 0.162 1.142 AGF 13.600 ± 3.066 20.968 ± 5.185 1.534

RAEWAF 0.214 ± 0.005 19.781 ± 0.198 2.670 RAGF 0.213 ± 0.006 19.741 ± 0.194 1.557

The bold face values indicate the best performance on each dataset.

First, similar observations could be made as in the Table 2. With similar query ratio (x-axis), the
proposed active forecasters could achieve the best performance (y-axis) on most of the datasets.
The proposed robust active forecasters, RAEWAF and RAGF, can consistently outperform the ran-
dom forecasters REWAF and RGF, respectively. This again validates the effectiveness of the pro-
posed confidence condition in identifying informative instances.

Second, by increasing the query ratio, the per-round regret consistently decreases, and this in-
dicates that more training instances in general will improve the performance of the forecasters.
Furthermore, the regrets of the proposed active forecasters decrease with an exponential speed
when query ratio increases. This further confirms the effectiveness of the proposed active fore-
casters. More importantly, the regrets of proposed robust active forecasters RAEWAF and RAGF
decrease faster than AEWAF and AGF, respectively. With less than 20% query ratio, RAEWAF and
RAGF could achieve the lowest regret achieved by the regular forecasters EWAF and GF with 100%
query ratio.

In sum, in the normal setting, all of the proposed active forecasters could achieve the best per-
formance compared to the random forecasters REWAF and RGF. With less than 20% of query ratio,
they also can achieve comparable performance with EWAF and GF forecasters which query all of
the instances. All these observations validate that the proposed forecasters are effective in sav-
ing labeling cost while maintaining comparable performance. In the next section, we will further
evaluate the proposed active forecasters in noisy scenarios.

6.4 Evaluation on Noisy Setting

In this subsection, we investigate the performance of the proposed forecasters in noisy scenarios,
where two extra random noisy experts are added to the pool of experts (there are five reliable
experts and two noisy experts).

6.4.1 Fixed Query Ratio. We first evaluate all the forecasters when the query ratio is fixed.
Table 3 shows the results of all forecasters in terms of query ratio, per-round regret, and time cost.
Based on the results, we can make several observations.
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Fig. 2. Evaluation with varied querying ratio in noisy setting, where two extral noisy experts are added.

First, the proposed robust active forecasters RAEWAF and RAGF can still achieve the best perfor-
mance even there is noisy experts in the pool. Both RAEWAF and RAGF could statistically achieve
the smallest regrets compared to their random variants (REWAF and RGF) and the other active
forecasters (AEWAF and AGF). What is more, with less than 20% query ratio, RAEWAF and RAGF
could achieve similar performance as the fully supervised forecasters EWAF and GF, respectively.
These observations first confirm the importance of considering the cumulative performance of
each expert, and also validate the effectiveness of the proposed robust active forecasters in reduc-
ing label cost while achieving comparable performance.

Second, the proposed algorithm AEWAF can still outperform its random variant REWAF, but its
performance has been largely reduced when compared to its performance in the normal scenario
shown in Figure 1. This observation would be more clear in the following sections. More impor-
tantly, the proposed algorithm AGF even performs worse than its random variant RGF. These
observations confirm our analysis that the confidence conditions considering experts advices alone
would be easily misled by noisy experts.

6.4.2 Varied Query Ratio. Figure 2 shows the per-round regret w.r.t. varied query ratio on two
datasets in this noisy-experts added scenario. Figure 5 shows the results on the other datasets with
same setting.
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Fig. 3. Evaluation with varied querying ratio in noisy setting, where {5, 7} extral noisy experts are added.

The first observation we can make is that the proposed two robust active forecasters RAEWAF
and RAGF can consistently outperform the first two proposed active forecasters (AEWAF and AGF)
and their random algorithms (REWAF and RGF), respectively. This observation first confirms that
it is necessary to consider both the difference of advices and reliability of each expert, also suggests
that the robust forecasters are more likely to query the labels of instances on which good experts
disagree. These queried instances are informative to improve the forecasters. Thus, the proposed
strategies could robustly use the less number of queried instances to obtain the smaller regret.

The second observation we can make is that the performances of both AEWAF and AGF forecast-
ers are largely reduced compared to the ones in normal setting. The random forecasters REWAF
and RGF could outperform them on nearly all of the datasets, respectively. Especially for the AGF,
the aggressive characteristic makes it perform worse than RGF. These observations may indicate
that the active forecasters which only consider the difference of advice may consider the advice
from noisy experts more than the one from reliable experts, which are also consistent with our
analysis in Section 3 and confirm the importance of considering the experts cumulative perfor-
mance.

6.4.3 Evaluation on Varied Number of Noisy Experts. In this section, we evaluate the algo-
rithms in different noisy scenarios. Figure 3 shows the performance of proposed forecasters on
two datasets, and Figure 6 shows the results on the other datasets. For the legend in the figures,
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Fig. 4. Evaluation with varied querying ratio in normal setting, where all experts are comparably reliable.
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Fig. 5. Evaluation with varied querying ratio in noisy setting, where two extral noisy experts are added.
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Fig. 6. Evaluation with varied querying ratio in noisy setting, where {5, 7} extra noisy experts are added.
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the digital number (5,7) corresponds to different number of noisy experts added. As there are to-
tally five reliable experts, these numbers of noisy experts could simulate all the noisy scenarios.
For example, setting with {5, 7} noisy experts added into the pool can simulate the scenarios where
number of noisy experts are equal, larger than the number of reliable experts, respectively. From
the figures and previous experiments, we can make several observations. First, as the number of
noisy experts increases, it becomes challenging to learn the tasks. On all datasets, the per-round
regret of all forecasters increases when the number of noisy experts is increasing. The conver-
gence speed of random forecasters (REWAF and RGF) and active forecasters AEWAF and AGF
decreases as the number of noisy experts increases. Even for the regular forecasters EWAF and
GF which query 100% of true labels, their per-round regret also increases when number of noisy
experts increases. These observations indicate that adding more noisy experts generally increases
the difficulty of learning a good forecaster.

Second, consistent with previous observations, the proposed robust active forecasters RAEWAF
and RAGF can robustly achieve the best performance on all noisy scenarios. On all of the datasets,
we can observe that RAEWAF and RAGF could converge fastest with similar query ratio no matter
how many noisy experts are added, when comparing the random forecasters and active forecasters
AEWAF and AGF. On the contrary, the convergence speed of AEWAF and AGF decreases fast, and
they require more queried instances to converge to the lowest regret. Even worse, AGF performs
worse than the random forecaster RGF on all dataset. One possible reason is that the AGF forecaster
usually queries the true label on which noisy experts disagree with the forecaster’s predication p̄t .

In sum, these observations on noisy setting confirm our argument in Section 5. When there
are no noisy experts, the proposed active forecasters AEWAF and AGF, which only consider the
difference of advices but do not care about who give the advices, can be used to decide when to
query the true label. However, when there are noisy experts in the pool, it would be better to also
consider the reliability of each expert whose advice is considered in the confidence conditions.

7 CONCLUSION

This article addressed a new problem of active learning with expert advice for online sequential
prediction tasks. We proposed a new framework of OAL with expert advice, specifically, we first
proposed two active learning approaches by considering expert advice, and then proposed two
robust active forecasters by incorporating the cumulative performance of expert. We have con-
ducted an extensive set of experiments both in normal and noisy setting to evaluate the efficacy of
the proposed algorithms. Promising empirical results validate the effectiveness of our technique.

Despite the encouraging results, some limitations and open challenges of the current work re-
main. One issue is about the settings of the learning rate η and tolerance parameter δ , which were
fixed manually in our experiments. It would be more attractive if one is able to design a self-tuned
strategy.
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